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Educational Forum on ‘Addiction and Family Loss’ in Al Ain
University

The Deanship of Student Affairs at Al-Ain University of Science and Technology based in Al Ain
city, in cooperation with the Marriage Fund and the Anti-drug Section from the Abu Dhabi

Police, organized a forum section entitled ‘Addiction and Family Loss’.

This regulation comes at a time when contemporary communities suffer nightmares from
serious social security problem, threatening the nation's future and jeopardizing the interests of

the individual, the family and society. The drug problem, either abuse or trade gravity lies in that
it is increasing day after day, on the one hand and on the other hand, most of the young drug

addicts are young people who represent the nation's present and future, are the driving force for
production and development. Therefore, they must consider the present and future through this

problem which threatens the family structure, the whole society and whole nation.

Great emphasis was placed during the forum to provide monetary and moral support for the
advance awareness and cultural contribution to achieve family cohesion by addressing the



legitimate social and security sides. Captain Ghalib Al Kaabi mentioned many problems and the
negative social effects caused by drugs by explaining some live examples of factual incidents
encountered during the work.

Moreover, Dr. Saif Al-Jabiri , Family Advisor from the Marriage Fund Foundation clarified its
impact due to the absence of religious awareness in the spread of many bad habits as indicated
by the absence of parents, which are mainly affecting today's youth  leading them to make
mistakes. At the end of the meeting, Dr Enas Abu Libdeh, Dean of Student Affairs honored the
Advisor and the Captain and recommended subsequent workshops related to the disclosure of
addicted children.
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